Introduction
Looking back we see that the ideas behind all major steps forward in physics, astronomy and applied mathematics can be understood without involving mathematical expertise much beyond handling a mortgage, laying garden paths or determining the area of a piece of flat land. The concept of 0 (naught, zero) provides an early example in applied mathematics. The distilled essence of twelve pages of Google tells me that ancient Egyptians, Babylonians and Greeks all used 'positional notation' for numbers with several digits (that is, when adding they carried to the next higher column) and the counting base ranged from 10 to 60 in different countries. In every case, where we would put a zero after adding a column they simply left a blank -due to arguments about how can nothing be something! The blanks must have caused errors, and to distinguish between 1, 10 and 100 they relied on context. Spacers were adopted variously, but the concept of zero as a number (not merely as a spacer) is attributed to an Indian Jain text of 458 AD, though the mathematical representation of zero as a circle is attributed to the Persian encylopaedist al-Khwarizmi in 976 AD. As the Great Pyramid of Gizeh was completed by 2,500 BC, and it will have involved Egypt's most expert engineers and mathematicians: the 'zero problem' must have seemed huge at the time but, once solved, the solution is seen not to be so difficult.
The same argument can be used for 'flat earth', for Copernican theory, Pythagoras' theorem, Archimedes principle, Newton's fluxions, universal gravitation and as will be argued in this paper, Einstein's Relativity theory which he completed by 1927 and we can now begin to see in retrospect. In cosmology we are currently beset by string theory, supposed conflicts with quantum theory, dark energy and so on, which may be regarded as increasingly incomprehensible by the layman. This can be contrasted to the Relativity theory exposed here, where a nod is given to the principle of parsimony for which the argument used is as simple as it can be to convey the context.
Relativity Theory Re-visited
The General Principle of Relativity states formally that "all systems of reference are equivalent with respect to the formulation of the fundamental laws of physics". Newton's laws of motion require a frame of reference against which to measure velocity; while the distinction between un-accelerated 'inertial' and accelerated frames was recognized, the historical problem of 'absolute rest' remained.
When radio waves emerged in the early 1800's it was assumed that an all-pervading 'ether' carried them in the same way that air carries sound, and the 'ether' defined absolute zero motion in the universe. Then in 1861 Maxwell formulated the equations that govern electromagnetics and are still relied upon worldwide to design electrical machinery and aerials. They showed that light is intrinsically the same thing as radio waves and, surprisingly, that the speed of light depends only on the ratio between electrical and magnetic units. So whoever measured it under normal conditions, here or in a distant galaxy, would get the same result (c = 186,000 miles/sec) irrespective of the motion of the source or the receiver. This goes directly against the 'ether' theory and against everyone's intuitive ideas concerning addition of velocities: it says that whatever speed you are driving a car, the light from oncoming headlights always enters your eye at the same speed, c. Michelson and Morley carried out an ingenious experiment to decide the matter. Assuming that our Sun is travelling through the 'ether' close to a constant speed then, orbiting the Sun, the Earth's speed relative to the 'ether' would vary at 38 miles/sec; ample to be detected by available interference methods. They measured the speed of starlight at six monthly intervals but detected no variation, and in 1881 confirmed that the speed of light does indeed defy the usual addition of velocities.
In due course it was realized that gravity bends light beams and must therefore affect the speed of light, with the inside of the bend going slightly slower. The earlier part of Relativity is known as the 'Special' or 'Restricted Theory' and concerns only un-accelerated, or 'inertial' systems in which the absolute properties of light (in vacuo) are assumed to hold [1] . We investigate the so called 'General Theory of Relativity' in Part 2 of this paper that follows in this issue.
Relativity theory is concerned with how different observers O and O' in relative motion report on the same events. Each sits in their own laboratory or 'frame of reference' with their own set of measuring instruments (rulers, clocks, etc). Now, since the simple laws for addition of velocities break down, Einstein argued that the basic concepts must be modified and accept that time and distance measurements will depend on relative motions. Giving no mechanism by which this could happen, and using quite simple but brilliant algebra, he studied wave fronts of light as seen by O and O'. Any interval (Dx, Dy, Dz, Dt) describing a wave front for observer O must satisfy 
. From this mathematical restriction on possible transformations from (x, y, z, t) to (x', y', z', t'), Einstein derived the Lorenz Transformation which, given any set of measurements by O, tells us what O' would record for the same event, and vice versa! Although it is wholly a mathematical necessity and unexplained physically, the Lorenz Transformation has been exhaustively verified in practice. It says that if O' has uniform velocity v along the x-axis of observer O and their y and z axes remain parallel then the coordinates each measures observing any 'event' are related by:
and
by simple algebraic solution.
One example of applying the Lorenz Transformation is that if we fly at speed v taking photographs over Manhattan with north/south avenues and east/west streets all equally spaced, the square blocks will come out squashed in the direction of flight by a factor √1-v 2 /c 2 . Timings will also differ: anyone in the aircraft will see church clocks going more slowly than his wrist-watch. Now, if length and time measurements depend on the observer's motion, so also must speed calculations. How then can we handle impacting snooker balls, cars, atomic particles, etc.? Newton's laws of motion speak of the 'quantity of motion' being preserved. For an object with mass, m, and velocity, u, this is simply the product mu and we call this 'momentum'. For two masses m 1 and m 2 with velocity u 1 and u 2 respectively before collision and v 1 and v 2 afterwards, the total 'quantity of motion' or momentum is preserved. So,
represents Newton's simple law of linear momentum. But in Relativity theory all the velocities are altered on account of the different motions of differing observers; so we obviously cannot use it as it stands. Einstein came to his own rescue with more brilliant but not too difficult algebra. He showed that if you increase the mass of each participant according to its observed speed v, to make it 2 as the rate of exchange for a mass/energy equivalence. This rate of exchange is colossal and has been widely demonstrated. In a nuclear bomb or atomic power station only a small fraction of the mass of the fuel appears as equivalent energy. In nuclear fusion very low atomic number atoms are brought together to make atoms with a lower mass to atomic number; in nuclear fission high atomic number atoms (uranium etc) break up into similarly lighter atoms. In both cases the reduced mass is released as energy according to E = mc 2 . If the whole mass could be used, then it can be estimated that SS Queen Mary 2 with its 140,000 HP engines could steam at full power for three days (for example, the time it takes to cross the Atlantic) on a 1gm lump of sugar, assuming the thermodynamic efficiency of the power generation to be 30%.
Energy and Inertial Mass, The Speed of Light Phenomenon
Einstein evolved Relativity Theory by brilliant but quite simple mathematical logic from the strongly counter-intuitive premise that the speed of light is independent of the relative motion of its source and receiver. The theory has been confirmed repeatedly; its combination of imagination and intellectual power is superlative. However the subject continues to be taught just as it evolved [2] . The speed of light phenomenon as a basic premise is a considerable barrier to public understanding; and it presents a real difficulty for many scientists to fully understand the theory. It is possible to now provide an alternative derivation using self evident principles which, at the same time justify the counter-intuitive premise.
We note first that Einstein's proposal to attribute an increase in mass to every particle in direct proportion to its observed kinetic energy tells us that as we heat up a kettle of water it will get slightly heavier! But if we reflect on it, the basic idea that energy has inertial mass is arguably self-evident. In 1921 Einstein won a Nobel prize for his explanation of the photoelectric effect, proposing light quanta with zero rest mass. With this phenomenon, we are looking at energy itself in transit; it involves no transfer of matter, but has inertial mass and momentum to displace the photoelectrons. In bulk this gives rise to radiation pressure, which must be due to arresting momentum and for example causes tails of comets to point away from the sun.
I propose that we modify the emphases in Einstein's E = mc 2 result and adopt 'energy has inertial mass' as our starting premise or 'root phenomenon'. We can now explain how clock rates and length measurements are affected by motion and also show directly how the speed of light gets its counter-intuitive properties.
Along with Newton, relativity theory defines force as equal to rate of change of momentum and it assumes that energy is conserved. Imagine any 'body' (for example, a smooth brick) with mass, m, lying in observer O's workshop on a mathematician's smooth straight infinite table; and we apply a force, F, to the brick to accelerate it along the table (in the x-direction) via a length of string. The brick gains kinetic energy E equal to the work done by F (that is, force x distance) and its mass increases by an amount, k multiplied by this increase in energy. The numerical value of k must be the same for anyone anywhere (that is, a universal constant), otherwise we could devise procedures to move the energy about to create or destroy it.
A-level mathematics now tells us how the mass, m, varies as velocity, u, increases. At any instant: i) the force, F, acting on the brick = the rate of increase in its momentum, mu, so (4) ii) the rate of increase in kinetic energy = F.u iii) the rate of increase in mass = k times the rate of increase in kinetic energy, so www.instmc.org.uk The arbitrary constant, A, is chosen to give specific values to the variables at a selected time. We specify that when u = 0 the brick has its rest mass, m 0 . Now log(1) = 0, so -1 ⁄2 log (1-ku 2 ) when u = 0, making A=m 0 . Adding logs gives multiplication, so in full sympathy with Einstein we arrive at: (10) This shows that the mass, m, of the brick or any other object increases as its speed, u, increases; but, as its velocity u approaches the finite value U=1/√k, its mass, m, tends to infinity. At this stage the mass becomes so great that no finite force can accelerate it further; nor can anyone alongside the smooth table displace it sideways. Nothing can go faster than 1/√k, and this limiting speed is a universal constant, the same whatever the mass of the brick or the history of the force F used to accelerate it.
Relative Motion and its Effects on Time and Length Measurement
We can now see immediately how relative motion affects time measurement; for example the escapement of a mechanical clock will gain mass and therefore move more slowly according to a stationary observer as it is carried at speed. We further submit that variation of time as measured by a mechanical clock applies to any other form of time sensor, and to our consciousness. Consider an atom decaying to yield an α-particle. Its nucleus, and the particles comprising it, will show an increased mass when in relative motion. Hence any oscillation associated with any internal motion will be seen to be slower. Now, nuclear decay arises when the agitation energy inside the nucleus concentrates sufficiently on some internal particle or group for it to break away. This occurrence can be thought of as having a certain probability for each cycle, resulting in a characteristic 'half-life' for particular substances. The lengthened periodic times lead to longer half-life being observed. Similar arguments apply to atomic clocks and the chemistry of our body and brains.
Surprisingly perhaps the effect of motion on length measurement arises directly from its effect on time. In order to measure length it is essential to note the positions of both ends simultaneously on a ruler. But timings are different for different observers in relative motion, and this leads to events that are simultaneous according to one observer not being so according to another when they are spatially separated. The result of this is that any object seen to have a relative velocity v is also foreshortened by the factor √1-v 2 /c 2 as in the photographs taken over Manhattan discussed previously.
Counter-intuitive Premise Justified
We return to the observers O and O' in the Lorenz Transformation picture and suppose that O is carrying out the brick acceleration experiment. The speed of the brick never quite gets to U, but O knows the theory and, from his measurements of brick speed, can calculate what the asymptotic speed U will be. Now O' is watching as he passes at speed v, and it is exactly as if O is carrying out the experiment for him. So O' takes readings with his instruments to calculate the asymptotic speed U' in his frame of reference. Neither the history of the force F applied to accelerate the brick, nor the mass of the brick will be seen to be the same for both observers, but we have already proved that does not affect the result. Both O and O' will see the same asymptotic velocity U'=U=1/√k even though they are in relative motion at an arbitrary speed v.
O' watching O as he accelerates the brick provides direct justification for Einstein's counter-intuitive speed of light proposition for the speed U=1/√k . The Lorenz Transformation can be derived in full from the premise that energy has inertial mass, thus relying on mechanical engineering rather than mathematics.
Light, Impact Theory, Distributed Single Event
Light itself has not so far entered the argument from 'energy has inertial mass', but it is already clear that the asymptotic speed U is also the speed of light. Einstein's equation (2) for variation of mass with velocity is identical to 'our' equation (3) above, if we make k=1/ c 2 (that is, U = c). It is generally understood that light travels at this singular speed in the form of photons. With β infinite, these particles must have zero rest mass to have finite inertial mass and momentum. According to quantum theory and wave mechanics, we cannot monitor the progress of a photon as if we attempt to do so our intervention changes the whole course of events. But as observer O we can speculate about life on a frame of reference O' having velocity c using the Lorenz Transformation. . Now, at the origin of the frame O' we have x' = 0 and making v = c we get the physical result that t' = 0 (that is, proper time at O' never changes) while t ('our' proper time at O) progresses normally. That is, when we receive a light photon from a distant galaxy billions of light years away it is as fresh as at the instant it was created! Indeed, if as commonly claimed we see the distant galaxy as it was then, this must obviously be so.
Consider a photon emitted at any point A and absorbed any distance away at B. According to the photon's frame of reference both events occur at its origin where x' = 0 and also at the same time t' = 0; so the events coincide! Now, when an electron is slowed down in a lamp filament, then a photon is emitted, which may be seen later at the viewer's retina when it knocks out another electron. But the emission and absorption of the photon are the same event as experienced by the photon, which will see the energy exchange www.instmc.org.uk Contributed Paper: Newton and Einstein: Pennies Dropping Part 1 The Special Theory as a 'direct impact' between the two electrons. We note that a spin angular momentum of ±½h is attributed by quantum theory to electrons while the ±h needed to reverse their spin is attributed to photons.
We now see that according to any frame or any particle (for example, a photon) with velocity U=c in O, time is stationary and all events on its trajectory are coincident. We have a 'distributed single event' phenomenon which conceptually provides a mechanism whereby every particle in the universe is in continual contact with every other particle; something of that nature must happen for Newton's universal gravitation. Indeed it may well provide a basis for gravitational attraction since the 'track' as we see it of the 'distributed single event' linking every pair of particles must involve energy in transit, and this will increase with distance as we see it; hence effort will be needed to separate the pair further. This continual exchange between all particles at whatever distance may also be the 'thing' that makes universal constants universal! A possible extension to the 'distributed single event' concept is that the track of an isolated packet of energy turns in on itself to form a finite, slowly moving (fundamental?) particle. Efforts by the author to form an appropriate differential equation by developing concepts from the 'clock paradox' theory for example have not yet succeeded: it is thought that eigen-solutions would yield a range of specific particles! The author feels strongly that the door is wide open for relativity/wave mechanics to embrace the large and the small. It is interesting to note that Dirac's relativistic version of Schrodinger's equation for a slowly moving electron [3] is found to yield a wave function with oscillatory motion at the speed of light!
